Quick & Easy Sewing Projects
to Sell

Looking for sewing projects to sell? The trick is finding
things that are quick to make that don’t require a huge outlay
of funds. At the same time, they need to be impressive enough
that they will sell.
So with this in mind, we’ve put together a list of sewing
projects to sell at your next craft fair, market stall or to
sell online. Enjoy!

1. Drawstring Gift Bag Tutorial
These are super easy to make and a great way of using up your
scraps. All you need is a piece of fabric and some ribbon.
These would look great on a market stall filled with candy,
sewing bits-n-pieces, tea, small gift soaps, Easter eggs and
more. GO TO THE TUTORIAL…

2. Origami Market Tote Bag
This is one of our most popular tutorials. It’s super quick
and easy to make and should sell well on a market stall. GO TO
THE TUTORIAL…

3. Baby Blanket Tutorial
Baby blankets are one of the quickest and easiest sewing
projects to sell. They look so soft and cuddly that you are
sure to sell these especially if you use pretty fabric. When
complete, just tie them up with some pretty ribbon and they
are ready to sell. GO TO THE TUTORIAL…

4. Tea Towel Tote Bag
To make this tote bag you need just three tea towels. They are
nice and fast to put together and with the range of tea towels
you can get these days, you will have a wide range of colors
and designs to sell. GO TO TUTORIAL…

5. Quick Baby Quilt
You may think that a quilt is going to take you a lot of work
but these are actually quite quick to make. They don’t require
any binding and all you are doing is sewing squares together.
They look quite impressive especially if you choose some
really pretty fabrics or like us just go with a Moda Layer
Cake. GO TO TUTORIAL…

6. Quick and Easy Pot Holders
If you are wanting a quick sewing project to sell then try
these pot holders. We used Moda Layer Cake squares but you can
cut your own 10″ squares or even adjust the size to suit you.
The sewing pattern is pretty easy so you should be able to
pump out quite a few pretty fast. GO TO TUTORIAL…

7. Quick and Easy Table Runner (not
just for Christmas)
We made this one with Christmas fabrics, but all you need to
do is change up the fabric and it could suit any occasion –
Halloween, Thanksgiving, Birthday, Anniversary, the skies the
limit. GO TO TUTORIAL…

8. Super Fast Cushion Covers
You will be able to make a heap of these really fast. Just
purchase some cushion inserts and sell the whole cushion ready
to go. Try using niche fabrics like football, soccer, hockey,
car racing, Disney characters or cartoon characters. Just
check you have the rights to sell products using the fabric
first. These are super quick sewing projects to sell. GO TO
TUTORIAL…

9. The Last Minute Table Runner
These are amazingly fast to make. The pattern for this is
super simple so the trick to making these sell is fabric
choice. Choose amazing fabrics that will grab the eye. GO TO
TUTORIAL…

10. Make Your Own Fat Quarters
Did you know that you can make your own fat quarters to sell?
All you need to do is buy some yardage and cut them down to
the right size for a fat quarter. Fold them up, iron them and
grab a nice sticker label to fold over the top to keep it all
together. This tutorial tells you how to cut them to the right
size using yardage. GO TO TUTORIAL…

